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PROJECT REPORT | FESTIVAL D’ART URBAIN, ANTANANARIVO 2015

This document reports the project context, objectives and outcomes of the second edition of the Festival D´Art 
Urbain which was celebrated from 12–24 October 2015 in Antananarivo and organised by Is´art Galerie and 
the association linked to it, La Teinturerie. 

The festival was funded primarily by ProHelvetia through the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation 
(SDC) with additional support from local sponsors. 

BACKGROUND

Since 2010, Is´art Galerie has organised the event Revy Etsy any Kantsa (REK) in Ambohimangakely, located 
near the capital city Antananarivo in Madagascar. This annual event was designed as a residency program for 
Malagasy and foreign artists who helped to organise a festival during their stay. From this experience, Is´art 
Galerie launched the first edition of the Urban Art Festival in 2014, changing the location of the event to the 
urban context of inner–city Antananarivo at La Teinturerie. Last year, the festival had a positive response 
from both the public and the artists involved; in 2015 the organisation of the event was more ambitious in its 
outcomes as organisational capacity and financial support increased. 

The city of Antananarivo has many cultural events during the year but none focusing on urban contemporary 
art. Considering this, and the rapid urbanisation of the city – with its challenging social implications – the 
celebration of a second urban-focused festival was justified. This year, 7 foreign artists were invited from South 
Africa, Zimbabwe and Kenya to join Malagasy artists in presenting their ideas through 7 workshops, collaborative 
work and a final showcase. Two artists from France visiting the country at the same time joined the festival. 
Two further workshops from Malagasy civil society organisations offered valuable insight into Antananarivo’s 
urban issues for the artists involved. In this year´s edition, the participation of external organisations was 
reinforced to expand the impact of the event and to collaborate with professionals other than artists, and who 
play an important part of the development of the city. 
 

SUMMARY OF EVENT

The organisation of the event began a few months prior the launch of the festival. The administrative team at 
Is´art Galerie divided the tasks according to the various aspects of the festival. A call for participating artists 
and interns was launched in order to appeal to a wider group of Malagasy collaborators and to enrich the team 
of artists and staff already connected to Is’Art, and to identify participants of the proposed workshops. 

This newly composed team received the foreign artists who were invited to perform during the official opening 
on 12th of October at La Teinturerie. This event hosted more than 200 individuals, and featured an exhibition 
of paintings and sculptures, a live session of video art, sound performance by Joao Orecchia and a concert of 
local Malagasy musicians. 



The programmed workshops started on the same day with the participation of the Institut of Métiers de la Ville 
(Crafts Institute of the city) and the Association des Professionnels de l’Urbanisme de Madagascar (Association 
of Urban planners of Madagascar). This workshop lasts for two days to give the artists a deep understanding of 
Antananarivo and its specific urban dynamics. This survey of the urban context proved to be both useful and 
challenging to the participating artists. 

During the first week, the festival held six more workshops which had different public targets. Three of them 
were for the group of the artists involved in the festival (graphic novels, painting and experimental music), two 
for external artists (performance and Video Art) and the last one was directed at the four interns who assisted 
in the organisation of the festival and its documentation.

At the same time that the workshops took place, the festival programmed different events on the weekend 
which the general public could attend. These activities were fulfilled the objectives of the festival as a link to 
other actors of the cultural urban life of the city and who share a similar philosophy to expand their actions and 
reinforce Antananarivo´s networking. On the evening of Friday 26th, the Urban Art Festival joined another 
initiative organised previously in the old town of Antananarivo: the Zoma Concept Market (zoma market used 
to be the biggest market of Antananarivo, well-known for its hundreds of white umbrellas). During this event, 
the artists performed a live painting of a wall which bricks were sold to support the festival. This event drew an 
audience of more than 300. The following day, Saturday 17th, La Teinturerie hosted the Malagasy organisation 
MakeSense: a MKS room who co-ordinated an event whereby different cultural entrepreneurs of Madagascar 
shared their experiences in a round table on cultural entrepreneurship, in order to introduce the particular 
benefits and struggles of four cultural development initiatives in Malagasy society. This event was attended by 
more than 80 people and was recorded for television. The panel of speakers included Dieudonné Razafinjatovo 
(director of Soavy a social and ecological firm of iron sculptures), Gérard Harrivel (founder of Kantsa art and 
culture in rural area and coordinator of Chapitô Metisy circus school), Tahina Rakotoarivony (artistic director 
and founder of Is’art Galerie), Nirina Lune (artist singer).

After an internal and useful artistic evaluation of first week’s activities attended by members of the organisation 
of the festival and the artists invited, the second week included various interventions in public spaces. 

During this time, two workshops on cultural management and beatboxing and the two which started during the 
first week of the festival, continued (Video Art, and Documentation). The art interventions during the second 



week were located at various sites: two wash houses (public laundry’s), two bus stops, a local pub and at the look-
out (Point de Vue) in the old city of Antananarivo. Each of the sites were approached differently considering 
their different nature. The wash houses, constructed and ran by EAST, a local NGO, were painted to transmit 
a sanitation and hygiene message through art, the 2 bus stops were intervened in a more spontaneous way and 
using various techniques including installation, sculpture and stencil art. The pub included a collaboration of 
local painters during a special event on 23rd of October in which Nirina Lune performed with two Malagasy 
musicians. Finally, the site of viewpoint had a mix of sculpture, wall painting and performance. 

These interventions were completed by three different groups of artists, who organised themselves in response 
to the space and their own artistic processes. Each group thought about their role in the festival and as artists 
to put their ideas together to complete the works. This meeting was one of the positive outcomes of the festival: 
after a week of introductions, the artists organically started to work together for a common objective sharing 
their artistic experiences and thoughts. The artist community started to emerge.

Following the first week’s workshop-oriented programme and the second week’s public interventions, the 
closing ceremony was celebrated on Saturday the 24th as a showcase and celebration of two weeks of artist 
residency in Antananarivo. Each artist decided to participate in different ways, some collaborating with others 
and some creating new works inspired by their experiences during the festival. La Teinturerie transformed the 
exhibit space to showcase different interactive installations created on-site by the artists. At the same time, the 
stage of La Teinturerie received collaborative performances led by the artists and participants of the workshops. 
The event was widely celebrated and highlighted the necessity and demand of such initiatives by the public 
of Antananarivo. Around 150 people attended the closing ceremony, giving an extraordinary feedback to the 
organisation of the festival. 
 

OBJECTIVES

Main objective

• Developing the urban contemporary art culture of Antananarivo

Specific objectives

1. Continue to amplify the network of artists of past editions.
2. Strengthen the links between social and cultural organisations in the country.
3. Accentuate the relationship between art, the urban spaces and its citizenships
4. Bring contemporary art into public spaces
5. Organize activities such as workshops for artists and events for the open public at La Teinturerie in order to 
value the space itself.

OUTCOMES

1. Created a network of artists working in 5 different countries
2. Reinforced the relations among different associations and organisations linked to the social work in the cities 
of Madagascar.
3. Organized different actions with direct collaborations of the citizens of Antananarivo.
4. Highlighted art as part of the city through 6 public art interventions. 
5. Completed 7 workshops and 5 evening events (more than 500 participants in total)

 
 



ACTIVITY DETAILS

Most of the workshops were held at La Teinturerie except the introduction to Video Art which was organised 
in CRAAM space, (Center of Resources of Actual Arts of Madagascar) in the University of Antananarivo. 
Last year the public interventions were created in the surrounding space of the gallery, this year the festival 
responded to the necessity of opening their activities to the public and spreading them around the city. 

1. Workshops:

Creative Documentation for the Festival D’Art Urbain / Meghan Judge
 
Participants: 4 interns (4 women)
Duration: 3 sessions of 2 hours each.
Place: La Teinturerie

This workshop aimed to explore fun and interesting ways of documentation for the Festival D’Art Urbain. 
Participants learnt unique ways to bring themselves into the documentation process, leading them on a 
personal journey, as well as basic skills that could be used in developing a portfolio. The participants figured 
out what platforms would best suit their work so that it can be shared or stored. 

Paint the past and the future / Wallen Mapondera
 
Participants: 6 artists (1 women) and 20 women from the wash houses
Duration: 2 days, 3 hours each
Place: Washing houses of Ambatomainty and Fokontany Manjakaray 

This particular workshop had to be adapted to the Malagasy context. The original idea was based on painting 
a valuable traditional object of some chosen families from the surrounding neighbourhoods. The lack of this 
item forced the organisation to change the proposition keeping the idea of the intervention of the external 
population of Antananarivo. The two washing houses, later to be intervened with mural painting, were selected. 
The facilitator of the workshop brought woven baskets to be painted with ecological messages for the women 
who work in those places. Interviews with the workers were done and with the help of the artists, the woman 
painted what they considered to be important for them on the baskets. The baskets were selected as objects to 
be painted as a consequence of the recent ban by the government of plastic bags. The baskets will be kept in the 
washing place to be used by the communities of each neighbourhood. 

Graphic novels and the art of storytelling / Chief Nyamweya
 
Participants: 15 (8 women)
Duration: 3 sessions of 2 hours each
Place: La Teinturerie

In the Art of Storytelling, the participants explored how an aspiring graphic novelist can develop his own 
technique and unique style as well as publish and promote his stories. Participants created their own plot 
mapping, character and environmental design with the help of the moderator. Two comic books professionals 
attended this workshop as part of the participants. 

Presentation of the Antananarivo city + urban agriculture design / Institut de Métiers de la Ville (Crafts Institute 
of the City) and Association des Professionnels de l´Urbanisme de Madagascar (Association of professionals 
of urbanism of Madagascar)
 
Participants: 15 (9 women)



Duration: 2 days of 5 hours each
Place: La Teinturerie and Antananarivo surrounds
 
The APUM and the IMV proposed this workshop to present the city to the artists and help them understanding 
their working context. During the first session, details of the city were presented by visiting a selection of public 
spaces in order to give artists a deeper impression of the town they were working in. The second day focused 
on urban agriculture and the solutions citizens and artists could contribute to create new ideas. Different 
propositions were made such as musical instruments, pedagogical animations or costumes with recycled 
bottles. Some of these objects were used as base for two performances during the closing ceremony.

Initiation to Video Art and Videomapping / Mattieux Cretté
 
Participants: 5 external (0 women)
Duration: 4 days, 5 hours each session
Place: University of Antananarivo
 
This activity was held outside of La Teinturerie as its technical needs and duration required it. The CRAAM, 
placed at the University of Antananarivo, hosted the workshop were 5 participants learnt the basics of 
videomapping and Video Art. This group of participants performed together as part of the closing ceremony 
in a VJ session.

Of Sound Mind and Body / Joao Orecchia and Lindiwe Mathsikiza
 
Participants: 10 (4 women) , including 3 external participants. 
Duration: 2 days, 3 hours each session
Place: la Teinturerie
 
This workshop was supposed to combine two different fields. Two groups were created the first day to be unified 
the second day. First day both workshops were completed but the second day (Sunday), the performance 
workshop was not attended by external participants though the artists of the festival created the Malagasy 
Noise Orchestra that day. 

The first day Lindiwe Mathsikiza put together a group who explored authentic performance techniques that are 
based on individual and group participation rather than an exterior school of thought. Participants engaged 
with their own abilities and interests and combine them with those of the rest of the group to create theatre. 
On his side, Joao Orecchia did simple experiments with sound and electronics, applying these to performance 
and interaction. Participants were very interested in electronic circuits and working with sound. This workshop 
led to create the Malagasy Noise Orchestra with the modification of the instruments created by the artists 
during the urban agriculture design workshop. This band, created during the second day of the workshop with 
the participation of Lindiwe Mathsikiza, performed in the closing ceremony and has been one of the highlights 
of the festival.

Yoga and meditation for creative people / Romy
 
Participants: 15 (5 women)
Duration: 1 session, 3 hours
Place: La teinturerie
 
Romy, a healer from the holistic healing centre offered a workshop for artists of the festival in order to introduce 
practical exercises to balance right and left brains and to increase concentration. 



On discomfort: Art + Community / Lavendhri Arugumam
 
Participants: 20 (7 women), including 3 students from cultural management degree of the University of 
Antananarivo.
Duration: 2 sessions of 2.5 hours each
Place: La Teinturerie
 
In this activity the participants looked at the creative practice itself, what it means, how to keep testing it 
with a particular focus on context, references and recording our processes. This workshop had analysed many 
structures we can put in place to challenge ourselves and our work with emphasis on process. Four participants 
were students of the cultural management degree of the University of Antananarivo and were part of the whole 
activity. Thinking about what, why, which outcomes or expectations we will create as artists and the role of 
cultural managers in that process was the main content of this very useful workshop.

L.O.O.P = Laboratoire Ouvert d'Osmose Poétique (singing, rap, beatbox ) / Nirina Lune

Participants : 7 (5 women)
Duration : 3 sessions, 3 hours each
Place: La Teinturerie

During 3 days the participants learnt about beatbox, slam and singing with an electronic looping machine. The 
massive power cuts Antananarivo is suffering lately, forced to move the workshop to another venue the second 
day of the workshop. These participants performed on the stage in interventions during the closing ceremony.

ProHelvetia presentation / Rucera Seethal

Participants: 9 (2 women)
Duration: 1 session, 2 hours
Place: La Teinturerie

The ProHelvetia representative, who travelled to Madagascar to witness the organisation of the festival, 
organised an informal chat to the artists involved in the event. This open conversation present various funding 
opportunities of ProHelvetia and Swiss Council programs. Rucera Seethal explained various grants and 
programs specifically for Malagasy artists who might be interested on them. The session was useful for the 
artists and cultural managers involved.
 
 

2. Open public activities:

Opening ceremony (12th October)

Assistants: 200 aprox
Place: La teinturerie

The 12th of October the Festival d´Art Urbain started with an event hosted in the gallery. A small speech by the 
organisation was followed by a musical performance by Joao Orecchia and Jao, a popular Malagasy musician 
performed Mattieux Cretté started a Video Art and music performance inside the exhibit space. After this 
show, the Malagasy band, Bro, played a jam session which was opened for the whole public. The event was 
programmed on a Monday taking a big risk. The public responded positively to the call and the organisation 
took the opportunity to present the program and the activities for it. 



Live wall painting (16th October)

Assistants: 300 aprox
Place: Andohalo (historical place of the city)

One important objective of the festival is to collaborate with other organisations, associations and events from 
Antananarivo. This year, the Zoma Concept market, an initiative seeking to revive the ancient arts crafts market 
of Zoma, allocated a space in their program for the artists of the festival to create. A brick wall was constructed 
in situ on which the artists could work together to paint live. The success of this activity was not only in terms 
of the public but was also the first collaboration of the festival. This distended activity helped to unite the group 
for works to come.

MKS room (17th October)

Assitants: 100 aprox
Place: La Teinturerie

Another activity the festival prepared with an external organisation was a MKS room. This open discussion 
experience was planned by MakeSense, an association which tries to empower local initiatives to improve the 
society. This round table was specifically concentrated in culture as an agent of development. Four different 
guests were invited to share their experiences, including Tahina Rakotoarivony and Nirina Lune who performed 
as well during the event. The feedback of the event was very good among the public who appreciated different 
opened experiences.

Night event in L´Excuse (23 th October)

Assistants: 150 aprox
Place: L´Excuse, Isoraka

The festival tried this year to expand the public looking for it in different places. Isoraka is the area of the city 
where the nightlife is concentrated and L’Excuse is one of its most popular pubs. The festival arranged with 
the pub to organise an event with live painting of the external wall and a live music session when Nirina Lune 
presented her work with local musicians. 

Closing ceremony (24th October)

Assistants: 150 aprox
Place: La Teinturerie

The closing ceremony of the festival put together the work created during the two weeks of the event and 
present it to the public. The evening started with a brief speech from the organisation and Rucera Seethal, 
representative of ProHelvetia to greet the public and artists for their presence and work. The initial plan for 
the event was that each artist could participate in their own way, some collaborated among them and some 
other created works inspired on their experience in the festival. La Teinturerie transformed the exhibit space 
to received 7 different interactive installations created ex profeso by the artists. At the same time, the stage 
of La Teinturerie received collaborative performances led by the artists when participants of the workshops 
could show what they had learnt during the festival. The interactivity of the installations and the novelty and 
originality of the scene performances was one of the biggest successes of the whole festival. The feedback 
received of the event has been extraordinary, giving clues to the organisation team of which path to take for 
next festival editions. 



3. Participants:

Madagascar
Tahina Rakotarivony: Visual Artist
Maherisoa Rakotomalala:  Visual Artist
Taka Andrianavalona: Visual Artist
Delphine Andriantsitohaina: Visual Artist
Eric Rakoto: Visual Artist
Temandrota: Visual Artist
Tovoniaina Rasoanaivo: scenarist, invited himself to film the whole festival. He will make a film on the near 
future which will be another outcome of the festival though parallel and independently run.

South Africa
Conor Ralphs: Visual Artist, Organiser
Meghan Judge: Multimedia Artist, Organiser / Workshop: “Festivals documentation”
Joao Orecchia: Musician / Workshop: “Of soul mind and body”
Lindiwe Mathsikiza: Performance Artist / Workshop “Of soul mind and body”
Lavendhri Arumugam: Visual Artist / Curator / Workshop “On discomfort: art + community”

Kenya
Chief Nyamweya: Visual Artist, Writer / Workshop “Storytelling: graphic novels”

Zimbabwe
Wallen Mapondera: Visual Artist/ Workshop “To Paint the future and past”

France 
Matthieux Cretté: Multimedia Artist / Workshop “Introduction to Vjing”
Nirina Lune: Musician / Workshop “LOOP, beatbox and rhythms”

EVALUATION

The evaluation process has been an important component during the whole festival. The importance of 
improvement, sharing ideas and expressing opinions in a constructive way was part of the festival. Without 
evaluation sessions, the idea of a “family” created by the artists and organisation would have fallen apart and 
even more essential, the festival wouldn´t learn the positive experiences and challenges during it. 

In this context – highlighting the learning process of the festival – two evaluation sessions were organised 
amongst the participants. The first one was gathered after the first week of the festival and the conversations 
were concentrated on the artistic direction. The second one was held once the festival was ended in order to 
criticize its organisation. Once the visiting artists were gone, the organisation group of the festival also had an 
internal evaluation. These are the conclusions:

• The first festival was focused on visual arts, this second edition opened to other disciplines as experimental 
music, visual arts or multimedia installations. This opening has created a new public and multiplied the 
opportunities of impact in the city. More disciplines such as hip hop or slam could be incorporated next year. 
The format of an interdisciplinary group of artists working in collaboration for a short residency is maintained 
as unique and very promising
•  The network of different initiatives organized with external organisations like APUM, IMV, Zoma Concept 
Market, East or MakeSense has been a success albeit in the early stages of developing such a collaboration. 
Open the festival to more associations and organisations in the future in order to get deeper into the life of the 
town in different fields will be an asset for next edition. Though the expectations from each of the organisations 



must be discussed well before the festival and very well communicated to the artists at the beginning of the 
festival.
• The two members of the ongoing logistics, communication and institutional tasks were incorporated to the 
gallery team recently. The discoordination of the organisation during the festival was due to that fact. Future 
collaborative work at the gallery will fix this inconvenience and Is’Art Galerie team will be hopefully fully 
operational next year. A specific division of tasks in the organisation team will make things run smoother for 
next edition.
• The capacity of the organisation to resolve last minute problems has been extraordinary. The whole group 
used any personal and collective strength to help for the main objective. 
• The media communication was successful but will need to be improved via Instagram and unifying social 
networks. The external media coverage was appreciated and comprehensive. 
• To document the whole festival with a video documentary will capture all the experience for the future. All 
this material is being processed at the moment to create video sets to be used in the future in different ways.
• Because the plan of the first day was too strict, we did not have time to make a real presentation among artists 
and about last edition festival, the team was busy organizing the opening event. It seems important to plan a 
quiet time to make presentations at the beginning of the festival, not the same day as the opening.
• The presence of Malagasy artists has been very positive but not enough. More artists, maybe from outside 
Antananarivo would have been very interesting from an artistic point of view. The feedback of Antananarivo´s 
street artists has been modest, opening to other towns and work with institutions placed on those could be a 
positive way to open the festival. Mahajunga has been proposed as a city which could be a future target for the 
festival. 
• This edition the workshops were only led by foreign artists. Malagasy artists were consulted to organise 
theirs but the feedback was poor. A special effort should be made in order to make them offering workshops 
to foreigners artists.
• Two and three days workshops directed by invited artists were too long and the programme too tight. 
A concentration of concepts and actions should be made to let the artists work more freely on their own 
interventions, leaving more space and time for creativity. Workshops organised to external participants were 
hard to handle but quite effective. 
• The public interventions were very satisfying, especially the panoramic site and the wash houses. The bus 
stops were hard to manage and very challenging. It´s still early to evaluate the impact and durability of the 
actions, a follow up to the sites will be made next months.
• Improving the presence of cultural institutions representatives on the main events will help to support the 
festival in the future and to improve the presence of la teinturerie in the art life of Antananarivo. 
• The confirmation of the funding of the festival two months before the event forced the organisation to work 
in a short time period for many issues. Previewing a safer funding would let the association resolve some of the 
problems detected on this edition.

MEDIA

The effort made this year to diffuse the contents and the events of the festival was much bigger than last year 
and the results more evident. First of all, a press conference was announced to gather local media as press, radio 
and TV. During this conference, the program of the festival was presented to the journalists and some of the 
artists invited with the artistic director of the gallery explained the objectives and expected outcomes of the 
event. Once the festival started, different reports were made during the two weeks from different media. We 
should highlight KoloFM and KoloTV´s coverage, which had a special section every day during the morning 
program for the festival where all the invited artists as well as our special Prohelvetia guest Rucera Seethal went 
to present their work and impressions. KoloTV also covered all our night events and public interventions to 
make an emission which is diffused on youtube as well as on national TV, which is included on Canal Satellite 
international TV pack, for the month of November.



The social media was intensified this year. Facebook was very active before, during and after the festival and 
Instagram was used by the invited artists and as part of the formation for the interns to document the festival. 
Twitter or Pinterest are not particularly popular in Madagascar so the communication team decided to leave 
them aside to concentrate on the most used social networks.

LOCAL PRESS COVERAGE:

Many local media agencies in Madagascar were invited to cover the event such as Radio France International 
(15 minute reportage), RTA (opening and closing ceremony and one of the workshops), Kolo TV and Radio or 
L´Express Mada newspaper. A press conference was organised 3 days before the festival started inviting more 
than 10 different media, reaching a net of public of more than 200.000 people. 

Press
Midi
L´Express
Les Nouvelles
Taratra
Madagascar Matin
CRAAM
Afribuku
nocomment

Radio
KoloFM
VIVA FM
RFV (Radio Feon’ny Vahoaka)

TV
Kolo TV
VIVA TV
RTA

http://www.lexpressmada.com/blog/actualites/isart-galerie-le-festival-dart-urbain-egaie-la-capitale-44489/

http://www.lexpressmada.com/blog/actualites/isaart-galerie-le-festival-dart-urbain-dans-la-capitale-45467/

http://www.gasykamanja.com/v2/video/kolo_tv_fm-6-kolotsart_isart_galerie_20_octobre__2015-9514-
detail.html

http://www.nocomment.mg/actus/festival-dart-urbain-a-lisart-galerie/ 

http://www.newsmada.com/2015/10/24/festival-art-urbain-lart-au-service-de-la-societe/ 

INTERNATIONAL PRESS COVERAGE:
 
Different media specializing in African arts formed part of the media covering the event. For example, 
Africultures or Afribuku and other international newspapers as El País (the biggest media in Spanish language) 
or Radio France International.

http://www.afribuku.com/arte-urbano-en-antananarivo-la-capital-mas-rural-del-continente/

http://www.lexpressmada.com/blog/actualites/isart-galerie-le-festival-dart-urbain-egaie-la-capitale-44489/%0D
http://www.lexpressmada.com/blog/actualites/isaart-galerie-le-festival-dart-urbain-dans-la-capitale-45467/%0D
http://www.gasykamanja.com/v2/video/kolo_tv_fm-6-kolotsart_isart_galerie_20_octobre__2015-9514-detail.html
http://www.gasykamanja.com/v2/video/kolo_tv_fm-6-kolotsart_isart_galerie_20_octobre__2015-9514-detail.html
http://www.nocomment.mg/actus/festival-dart-urbain-a-lisart-galerie/%20%0D
http://www.newsmada.com/2015/10/24/festival-art-urbain-lart-au-service-de-la-societe/%20%0D
http://www.afribuku.com/arte-urbano-en-antananarivo-la-capital-mas-rural-del-continente/%0D


http://www.rfi.fr/emission/20151020-madagascar-festival-art-urbain

http://blogs.elpais.com/africa-no-es-un-pais/2015/10/arte-urbano-en-antananarivo-la-capital-de-
madagascar-.html

CONCLUSIONS

The Festival d´Art Urbain in 2015 was considerably larger the first edition, in particular through new 
collaborations with local NGOs which led the festival towards new objectives and engaging new public 
audiences. Continuing this relationship will be ongoing work for La Teinturerie with the objective to increase 
the visibility of the activities planned and to create new artistic networks with the rest of the continent.

Apart from this, the festival has room to expand. Administrative planning following the experiences in 2015 
will help the organisation to improve the effects of every activity planned and the diversity of artists involved. 
First of all, the organisation considers opening its network to other towns in Madagascar, where new artists and 
publics can be found. This practice would be the next step in a process of growing inside the country. At the 
same time, increasing the diversity of the countries invited, making a special effort in the surrounding region, 
will enrich the festival artistically and establish it as an antenna for the region. 

Secondly, opening the range of disciplines and spaces in the towns involved will enrich the festival in different 
aspects. Creating a direct relationship with the citizens of each population through arts and intensifying the 
interactivity of the activities with the public. The closing ceremony of the festival received positive feedback 
among the public partly because of the interactivity of the installations created. Engaging with the wider 
community on the program will guide the direction to take for the next few years. 

Artistically, specific themes and direction will be put in place every year. Developing a stronger artistic vision 
will help the festival to concentrate and refine the essence of the activities.

Finally it is necessary to highlight the modest beginnings of the festival and the considerable jump in this 
year´s edition. This positive growth gives La Teinturerie the possibility to plan ahead. The process of learning 
from the two previous editions of the festival let La Teinturerie to be ambitious for years to come. The Malagasy 
urban art, and more important, the Malagasy population needs cultural events of this kind to develop their 
capacities, their personalities and their urban life. La Teinturerie engages itself into this mission in order to 
improve citizens´ lifestyles and promote art as part of the society.



 Zoma Concept Market mural live painting

Queen´s Palace public intervention

Queen´s Palace public intervention



Malagasy Noise Orchestra - Closing ceremony

Interactive installations - Closing ceremony

Intervention in washing house - Manjakaray

Queen´s Palace public intervention



Urban design workshop

Mural painting in Ambatomainty

Video Art Perfomance - Opening Ceremony


